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U.S. v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739 (1987) 

 
Anthony Salerno, the reputed boss of La Cosa Nostra, was indicted for numerous violations of the 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act. A federal district court, relying on the Bail Reform Act of 
1984, granted the federal government’s motion that Salerno be detained without bail because “no condition or 
combination of conditions [of release would] reasonably assure . . . the safety of any other person and the 
community.” Salerno appealed this decision on the ground that the Bail Reform Act violated the due process clause 
of the Fifth Amendment and the excessive bail clause of the Eighth Amendment. The Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit agreed that the Bail Reform Act was unconstitutional. The United States appealed to the Supreme 
Court. 

Several liberal public interest groups filed amicus briefs before the Supreme Court urging the justices to 
declare unconstitutional the Bail Reform Act. The brief for the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 
contended, 
 

Because the right to bail is crucial to the ability of the accused to mount an effective defense, it 
should not be abandoned except for the most compelling of reasons. While it may be necessary to 
dispense with this right where there exists a threat of imminent flight or danger to specific 
persons, the general threat to the community that the defendant might continue to engage in 
criminal activity is too speculative to overcome the defendant’s interest in pretrial release. 

 
The Supreme Court by a 6–3 vote declared the Bail Reform Act constitutional. Chief Justice Rehnquist’s 

majority opinion stated that the law was an administrative regulation that served the compelling interest of 
preventing crime. The Rehnquist opinion and Marshall dissent are excellent examples, respectively, of the crime 
control and due process models of constitutional criminal procedure. What fundamental constitutional principles 
underlie each opinion? Which do you believe are most consistent with the Constitution? 

 
 
CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

 
. . . 
The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment provides that “No person shall . . . be deprived 

of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law. . . .” This Court has held that the Due Process 
Clause protects individuals against two types of government action. So-called “substantive due process” 
prevents the government from engaging in conduct that “shocks the conscience,” Rochin v. California 
(1952), or interferes with rights “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,” Palko v. Connecticut (1937). 
When government action depriving a person of life, liberty, or property survives substantive due process 
scrutiny, it must still be implemented in a fair manner. This requirement has traditionally been referred to 
as “procedural” due process. 

. . . 
[T]he mere fact that a person is detained does not inexorably lead to the conclusion that the 

government has imposed punishment. To determine whether a restriction on liberty constitutes 
impermissible punishment or permissible regulation, we first look to legislative intent. Unless Congress 
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expressly intended to impose punitive restrictions, the punitive/regulatory distinction turns on 
“‘whether an alternative purpose to which [the restriction] may rationally be connected is assignable for 
it, and whether it appears excessive in relation to the alternative purpose assigned [to it].’” 

We conclude that the detention imposed by the Act falls on the regulatory side of the dichotomy. 
The legislative history of the Bail Reform Act clearly indicates that Congress did not formulate the 
pretrial detention provisions as punishment for dangerous individuals. Congress instead perceived 
pretrial detention as a potential solution to a pressing societal problem. There is no doubt that preventing 
danger to the community is a legitimate regulatory goal. 

. . . 

. . . We have repeatedly held that the Government’s regulatory interest in community safety can, 
in appropriate circumstances, outweigh an individual’s liberty interest. For example, in times of war or 
insurrection, when society’s interest is at its peak, the Government may detain individuals whom the 
government believes to be dangerous. . . . [W]e have found no absolute constitutional barrier to detention 
of potentially dangerous resident aliens pending deportation proceedings. We have also held that the 
government may detain mentally unstable individuals who present a danger to the public, and 
dangerous defendants who become incompetent to stand trial, we have approved of postarrest 
regulatory detention of juveniles when they present a continuing danger to the community. Even 
competent adults may face substantial liberty restrictions as a result of the operation of our criminal 
justice system. If the police suspect an individual of a crime, they may arrest and hold him until a neutral 
magistrate determines whether probable cause exists. Finally, respondents concede and the Court of 
Appeals noted that an arrestee may be incarcerated until trial if he presents a risk of flight or a danger to 
witnesses. 

. . . 
The government’s interest in preventing crime by arrestees is both legitimate and compelling. In 

[Schall v. Martin (1984)], we recognized the strength of the State’s interest in preventing juvenile crime. 
This general concern with crime prevention is no less compelling when the suspects are adults. . . . Nor is 
the [Bail Reform] Act by any means a scattershot attempt to incapacitate those who are merely suspected 
of these serious crimes. The Government must first of all demonstrate probable cause to believe that the 
charged crime has been committed by the arrestee, but that is not enough. In a full-blown adversary 
hearing, the Government must convince a neutral decisionmaker by clear and convincing evidence that 
no conditions of release can reasonably assure the safety of the community or any person. While the 
Government’s general interest in preventing crime is compelling, even this interest is heightened when 
the Government musters convincing proof that the arrestee, already indicted or held to answer for a 
serious crime, presents a demonstrable danger to the community. Under these narrow circumstances, 
society’s interest in crime prevention is at its greatest. 

On the other side of the scale, of course, is the individual’s strong interest in liberty. We do not 
minimize the importance and fundamental nature of this right. But, as our cases hold, this right may, in 
circumstances where the government’s interest is sufficiently weighty, be subordinated to the greater 
needs of society. We think that Congress’ careful delineation of the circumstances under which detention 
will be permitted satisfies this standard. When the Government proves by clear and convincing evidence 
that an arrestee presents an identified and articulable threat to an individual or the community, we 
believe that, consistent with the Due Process Clause, a court may disable the arrestee from executing that 
threat. . . . 

Under the Bail Reform Act, the procedures by which a judicial officer evaluates the likelihood of 
future dangerousness are specifically designed to further the accuracy of that determination. Detainees 
have a right to counsel at the detention hearing. They may testify in their own behalf, present information 
by proffer or otherwise, and cross-examine witnesses who appear at the hearing. The judicial officer 
charged with the responsibility of determining the appropriateness of detention is guided by statutorily 
enumerated factors, which include the nature and the circumstances of the charges, the weight of the 
evidence, the history and characteristics of the putative offender, and the danger to the community. The 
Government must prove its case by clear and convincing evidence. Finally, the judicial officer must 
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include written findings of fact and a written statement of reasons for a decision to detain. The Act’s 
review provisions, provide for immediate appellate review of the detention decision. 

. . . Given the legitimate and compelling regulatory purpose of the Act and the procedural 
protections it offers, we conclude that the Act is not facially invalid under the Due Process Clause of the 
Fifth Amendment. 

. . . 
The Eighth Amendment addresses pretrial release by providing merely that “[e]xcessive bail 

shall not be required.” This Clause, of course, says nothing about whether bail shall be available at all. . . . 
While we agree that a primary function of bail is to safeguard the courts’ role in adjudicating the 

guilt or innocence of defendants, we reject the proposition that the Eighth Amendment categorically 
prohibits the government from pursuing other admittedly compelling interests through regulation of 
pretrial release. . . . 

. . . 

. . . The only arguable substantive limitation of the Bail Clause is that the Government’s proposed 
conditions of release or detention not be “excessive” in light of the perceived evil. Of course, to determine 
whether the Government’s response is excessive, we must compare that response against the interest the 
Government seeks to protect by means of that response. Thus, when the Government has admitted that 
its only interest is in preventing flight, bail must be set by a court at a sum designed to ensure that goal, 
and no more. We believe that when Congress has mandated detention on the basis of a compelling 
interest other than prevention of flight, as it has here, the Eighth Amendment does not require release on 
bail. 

In our society liberty is the norm, and detention prior to trial or without trial is the carefully 
limited exception. We hold that the provisions for pretrial detention in the Bail Reform Act of 1984 fall 
within that carefully limited exception. The Act authorizes the detention prior to trial of arrestees charged 
with serious felonies who are found after an adversary hearing to pose a threat to the safety of 
individuals or to the community which no condition of release can dispel. The numerous procedural 
safeguards detailed above must attend this adversary hearing. We are unwilling to say that this 
congressional determination, based as it is upon that primary concern of every government—a concern 
for the safety and indeed the lives of its citizens—on its face violates either the Due Process Clause of the 
Fifth Amendment or the Excessive Bail Clause of the Eighth Amendment. 
 
JUSTICE MARSHALL, with whom JUSTICE BRENNAN joins, dissenting. 

 
This case brings before the Court for the first time a statute in which Congress declares that a 

person innocent of any crime may be jailed indefinitely, pending the trial of allegations which are legally 
presumed to be untrue, if the Government shows to the satisfaction of a judge that the accused is likely to 
commit crimes, unrelated to the pending charges, at any time in the future. Such statutes, consistent with 
the usages of tyranny and the excesses of what bitter experience teaches us to call the police state, have 
long been thought incompatible with the fundamental human rights protected by our Constitution. 
Today a majority of this Court holds otherwise. Its decision disregards basic principles of justice 
established centuries ago and enshrined beyond the reach of governmental interference in the Bill of 
Rights. 

. . . 

. . . Let us apply the majority’s reasoning to a similar, hypothetical case. After investigation, 
Congress determines (not unrealistically) that a large proportion of violent crime is perpetrated by 
persons who are unemployed. It also determines, equally reasonably, that much violent crime is 
committed at night. From amongst the panoply of “potential solutions,” Congress chooses a statute 
which permits, after judicial proceedings, the imposition of a dusk-to-dawn curfew on anyone who is 
unemployed. Since this is not a measure enacted for the purpose of punishing the unemployed, and since 
the majority finds that preventing danger to the community is a legitimate regulatory goal, the curfew 
statute would, according to the majority’s analysis, be a mere “regulatory” detention statute, entirely 
compatible with the substantive components of the Due Process Clause. 
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The absurdity of this conclusion arises, of course, from the majority’s cramped concept of 
substantive due process. The majority proceeds as though the only substantive right protected by the Due 
Process Clause is a right to be free from punishment before conviction. The majority’s technique for 
infringing this right is simple: merely redefine any measure which is claimed to be punishment as 
“regulation,” and, magically, the Constitution no longer prohibits its imposition. . . . 

The logic of the majority’s Eighth Amendment analysis is equally unsatisfactory. [S]uch a result 
would lead to the conclusion that there was no need for Congress to pass a preventive detention measure 
of any kind; every federal magistrate and district judge could simply refuse, despite the absence of any 
evidence of risk of flight or danger to the community, to set bail. This would be entirely constitutional, 
since, according to the majority, the Eighth Amendment “says nothing about whether bail shall be 
available at all.” 

. . . 
[T]his statute is an abhorrent limitation of the presumption of innocence. The majority’s 

untenable conclusion that the present Act is constitutional arises from a specious denial of the role of the 
Bail Clause and the Due Process Clause in protecting the invaluable guarantee afforded by the 
presumption of innocence. 

“The principle that there is a presumption of innocence in favor of the accused is the undoubted 
law, axiomatic and elementary, and its enforcement lies at the foundation of the administration of our 
criminal law.” Our society’s belief, reinforced over the centuries, that all are innocent until the state has 
proved them to be guilty, like the companion principle that guilt must be proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt, is “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty” and is established beyond legislative contravention 
in the Due Process Clause. 

. . . [L]et us suppose that a defendant is indicted and the Government shows by clear and 
convincing evidence that he is dangerous and should be detained pending a trial, at which trial the 
defendant is acquitted. May the Government continue to hold the defendant in detention based upon its 
showing that he is dangerous? The answer cannot be yes, for that would allow the Government to 
imprison someone for uncommitted crimes based upon “proof” not beyond a reasonable doubt. The 
result must therefore be that once the indictment has failed, detention cannot continue. But our 
fundamental principles of justice declare that the defendant is as innocent on the day before his trial as he 
is on the morning after his acquittal. Under this statute an untried indictment somehow acts to permit a 
detention, based on other charges, which after an acquittal would be unconstitutional. The conclusion is 
inescapable that the indictment has been turned into evidence, if not that the defendant is guilty of the 
crime charged, then that left to his own devices he will soon be guilty of something else. . . . 

. . . 
The finding of probable cause [necessary for an indictment] conveys power to try, and the power 

to try imports of necessity the power to assure that the processes of justice will not be evaded or 
obstructed. “Pretrial detention to prevent future crimes against society at large, however, is not justified 
by any concern for holding a trial on the charges for which a defendant has been arrested.” The detention 
purportedly authorized by this statute bears no relation to the Government’s power to try charges 
supported by a finding of probable cause, and thus the interests it serves are outside the scope of interests 
which may be considered in weighing the excessiveness of bail under the Eighth Amendment. 

. . . 
Throughout the world today there are men, women, and children interned indefinitely, awaiting 

trials which may never come or which may be a mockery of the word, because their governments believe 
them to be “dangerous.” Our Constitution, whose construction began two centuries ago, can shelter us 
forever from the evils of such unchecked power. Over 200 years it has slowly, through our efforts, grown 
more durable, more expansive, and more just. But it cannot protect us if we lack the courage, and the self-
restraint, to protect ourselves. Today a majority of the Court applies itself to an ominous exercise in 
demolition. Theirs is truly a decision which will go forth without authority, and come back without 
respect. 
 
JUSTICE STEVENS, dissenting. 
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There may be times when the Government’s interest in protecting the safety of the community 

will justify the brief detention of a person who has not committed any crime. [I]t is indeed difficult to 
accept the proposition that the Government is without power to detain a person when it is a virtual 
certainty that he or she would otherwise kill a group of innocent people in the immediate future. 
Similarly, I am unwilling to decide today that the police may never impose a limited curfew during a 
time of crisis. These questions are obviously not presented in this case, but they lurk in the background 
and preclude me from answering the question that is presented in as broad a manner as Justice 
MARSHALL has. Nonetheless, I firmly agree with Justice MARSHALL that the provision of the Bail 
Reform Act allowing pretrial detention on the basis of future dangerousness is unconstitutional. 
Whatever the answers are to the questions I have mentioned, it is clear to me that a pending indictment 
may not be given any weight in evaluating an individual’s risk to the community or the need for 
immediate detention. 

. . . 
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